AdCentives
#102 - 7088 Venture Street
Delta, BC V4G 1H5
Phone: 604.952.5555
Fax: 604.952.4567
www.adcentives.ca
brad@adcentives.ca

June 4, 2020
Lesley Rowe
Softball BC
Re: PPE Options for Softball BC - June 2020

Please see below for some PPE options from AdCentives.
There are many variables with pricing, lead times, imprinting, etc.
Please contact Brad Costa at 604-952-5555 or brad@adcentives.ca for more details.
These options are changing daily.
Thanks

Let Us Put Your Name On It
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KLOHG-NTNTV

Lightweight Fabric Face Cover - No
Imprint
This fabric face cover serves as a barrier
and is intended to be worn for the day and
disposed of. Our innovative single-ply,
no-sew design means this mask is produced
with zero human touch. Ultra-soft and
lightweight jersey fabric makes this
one-piece face cover comfortable and
breathable, ideal for everyday wear.
Qty
Price

2 Layer Cotton Spandex Mask

2 Layer Poly Tech Mask.

95% cotton, 5% spandex. Double layer, one
size fits most.

Black Only. Source control mask, 2 layer
polyester, One Size fits most. Comfortable
and Breathable. Individual poly bag on card.

Qty
Price

Blank
$2.60

24 1 colorlogo
$5.65

Price Includes: full color logo, 1 location

Qty
Price

25+
$5.35

Price Includes: 1 color, 1 location logo.

120+
$2.25

Price Includes: no imprint, only sold blank and in
black.
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72
$5.05
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FAR-INFRARED Hygiene Mask
Your face mask is made with smart yarn. Woven into
the yarn is ceramic crystals that need proper care.
After wearing your mask for the day, remove without
touching the outside of the item (where germs and
viruses may exist). Fold your mask inward, to trap dirt
and potential hazards and wash by hand under warm to
hot water. No soap is needed. Hang to dry.
COLORS: Black, White, Pink, Light Blue
*Fully Rewashable – polyamide fibre is extra soft,
durable, & easy to clean, Made with Advanced
Polyamide Yarn that provides bioceramic & mineral
element built directly into the yarn, which can provide
far-infrared benefits to the wearer, Advanced 6.6
polyamide with technological benefits built directly into
the fabric . Oekotex certification, meaning the yarn is
free of any chemical treatments and is guaranteed to be
non-allergenic in contact with the skin
Qty
Price

48 blank
$7.85

Custom Full Color Printed Double
Layer Mask (5-10 days)
This mask has a comfortable fit with outer
Poly Twill Custom Full Color Layer and
Birdseye wicking Tech inner layer.
PRODUCTION 4-7 Days, FOB Montreal.
Qty
Price

24+
$11.50

Price Includes: Full color print included

2 Ply Sublimated Polyester Mask (5-7
weeks)
Choose this 2 ply polyester face mask for
every day use to protect yourself and others.
This face mask is easy to use, with an over
the ear design that allows for superior
comfort. A fully sublimated exterior features
your branding and design.
Imprint Information: Sublimation
Qty
Price

250
$5.90

Price Includes: Full color Sublimation print

48 logo
$11.00

Price Includes: 1 color, 1 location logo.
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BGKCD-NSCGS

VGKCC-NSCGR

SLGKD-NRUDY

4 Ply Sublimated Polyester Mask (5-7
weeks)

2 Ply Sublimated Polyester Mask with
Filter Pocket (5-7 weeks)

Disposable Face Mask (5-7 weeks)

Choose this 4 ply face mask for every day
use to protect yourself and others. This face
mask is easy to use, with an over the ear
design that allows for superior comfort. A
fully sublimated exterior features your
branding and design. Trim colors are black
or white
Imprint Information: Sublimation
Qty
Price

250
$5.50

Price Includes: Full color Sublimation print
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Choose this 2 ply face mask with filter pocket
for every day use to protect yourself and
others. This face mask is easy to use, with
an over the ear design that allows for
superior comfort. A fully sublimated exterior
features your branding and design. Trim
colors are Black & White
Imprint Information: Sublimation
Qty
Price

250
$5.90

Price Includes: Full color;1 side;1 location
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Blank disposable face mask, suitable for
personal use. 6" H x 3.75" W Normal
production time is 15-20 working days.
Qty
Price

Price Includes: Blank

250
$1.25

CLOIH-NRGPA

AMLGG-NRTMJ

Disposable Face Mask (In Stock
Available Immediately)

Disposable 3 Layer Filters
Non-woven Face Masks (FDA & CE
Certified) (4-14 days)

Disposable Face Mask. Filters bacteria.
Layer dust mask construction:made of
non-woven fiber fabric with 3 layer, soft and
breathable, provides a effective protect;
Comfortable to wear Elastic ear-loop; One
size for most adult men or women Suitable
for personal daily health protection: these
masks are designed to keep away smoke,
debris, residue and dusts from you
Qty
Price

100
$2.40

250
$2.30

500
$2.12

Hand Sanitizer with Custom label

1-2 week delivery.
3 Layer dust mask construction:made of
non-woven fiber fabric with 3 layer, soft and
breathable, provides a effective protect;
Comfortable to wear. Elastic ear-loop: One
size for most adult men or women Suitable
for personal daily health protection.
Qty
Price

500
$1.42

Price Includes: Blank
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Kills 99.9% of germs, 70% Ethyl Alcohol
55ml.
All sales final on sanitizer, deposit due after
art approval.
Qty
Price

500
$3.99

Price Includes: Full Color Custom Label

SJJFH-NRXQM

QJJGD-NRXPY

PJJGH-NRXQC

Spray Pen Hand Sanitizer

Clip-It 1.8 oz Moisture Bead Hand
Sanitizer

1 oz Moisture Bead Hand Sanitizer

FDA approved, Moisturizing aloe and vitamin
E, .27 oz antibacterial spray, 62% alcohol,
Citrus scent, Domestic Ground orders ship
via UPS or FedEx only. 5" H x 0.625"
Diameter
Imprint Information: 2.5" W x 2" H; Wrap
(Label) imprint area; Digital Label
Qty
Price

250
$1.75

500
$1.65

Price Includes: your imprint in full colour. Set up
is extra.
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FDA approved antibacterial gel, moisturizing
beads with aloe and vitamin E, 62% alcohol,
citrus scent. Domestic Ground orders ship
via UPS or FedEx only. 4.5" L x 1.625" W x
1.125" H
Imprint Information: 1" W x 2.25" H; Front
imprint area; Digital Label
Qty
Price

250
$2.85

500
$2.65

Price Includes: your imprint in full colour. Set up
is extra.
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FDA approved antibacterial gel , Moisturizing
beads with aloe and vitamin E , 62% alcohol,
Citrus scent: Domestic Ground orders ship
via UPS or FedEx only. . 1.5" L x 2.75" W x
0.875" H
Imprint Information: 0.75" W x 1.375" H;
Front imprint area; Digital Label
Qty
Price

250
$2.10

500
$1.98

Price Includes: your imprint in full colour. Set up
is extra.

NG

VG

Nitrile Gloves

Vinyl Gloves

Blank nitrile gloves that can be used for a
variety of activities, including Automotive and
more! Lead times are approximate. There
are many global factors including freight
transit times, cargo capacity availability,
export regulations, import regulations, etc.
that can impact lead times and are out of our
control. We will always communicate any
delays as we are made aware of them.
Complies with Prop 65.

Blank vinyl gloves, sold in pairs, that can be
used for a variety of activities. Lead times
are approximate. There are many global
factors including freight transit times, cargo
capacity availability, export regulations,
import regulations, etc. that can impact lead
times and are out of our control. We will
always communicate any delays as we are
made aware of them. Complies with Prop 65.

Qty
Price

300
$1.10

500
$1.00

Price Includes: no imprint, only sold blank and in
blue.

Qty
Price

1000
$0.89

2500
$0.85

Price Includes: no imprint, only sold blank and in
blue.

Shipping and applicable taxes will be extra. Quoted prices are valid for thirty (30) days. Normal delivery and production times are estimated at 3
weeks but can be quicker if needed for an event; please make sure that I know you need your order by a specific date.
Please let me know if I can help further and I look forward to speaking with you soon.
Thank you,
Brad Costa
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